
 

 

 

 

 

Chose on of the following research articles and cover the required points 

of the selected one. 

1- Illustrate the differences between the philosophy of public and privet settings, what are 

the main themes of each philosophy: And apply these themes at the Egyptian public 

settings. 

The main points: 

- The main philosophy of the public settings. 

- The main philosophy of the private settings. 

- The components of each philosophy. 

- A description of the Egyptian public sector. 

- The application of each characteristic at the Egyptian public settings. 

 

2- Demonstrate the different stages of evolution of public administration and how each 

stage affect the different managerial practices in the Egyptian public settings and how we 

can improve the different managerial practices depending on these themes. 

The main points: 

- A criticize readings of the definition of public administration. 

- The different stages of public admiration development. 

- A description of each stage. 

- How we can apply each stage at the Egyptian public settings. 

- Illustrate how we can improve these practices according to each stage. 

  

3- Elucidate the main features of the classical and the human relation schools of thoughts ,  

how each of its contributors guide the practices of the public settings,  and how you can 

apply such thoughts in the Egyptian public sector. 

The main points: 

- The main fetchers of the classical school. 

- The main contributors of the classical school. 

- The main fetchers of the human relation schools. 

- The main contributors of the human relation schools. 

- Applying the classical school principals at Egyptian public sector.  

- Applying human relation school principals at Egyptian public sector. 

- Discussing the most suitable for practical application for the Egyptian public sector.  
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 4-Elucidate the main features of the behavioral and the system approaches , how each of 

its contributors guide the practices of the public settings, and how you can apply such 

thoughts in the Egyptian public sector. 

The main points: 

- The main fetchers of the behavioral school. 

- The main contributors of the behavioral school. 

- The main fetchers of the system approaches. 

- The main contributors of the system approaches. 

- Applying the behavioral school principals at Egyptian public sector. 

- Applying system approaches principals at Egyptian public sector.  

- Discussing the most practical applications for the Egyptian public sector. 

 

 

5- Describe and figure the Egyptian public sector with its legislature, Judiciary, Executive     

systems, discuss the relationship between each of them,  and how these relations can affect 

the soundness of the regime.  

The main points:  

- Describe and figure the Egyptian public sector. 

- Describe and figure the Egyptian legislature system. 

- Describe and figure the Egyptian Judiciary system. 

- Describe and figure the Egyptian Executive system. 

-  Describe the relationship between the three main systems. 

- Discuss the effect of each system on the political and administrative regime. 

 

 

 

With my best wishes 

Dr, Sameh Matar 

 

 

 


